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DRAW YOUR VERY
OWN WINSTON

Draw a triangle sort of shape (a bit like a wedge of cheese).

2.

Draw a big letter ‘C’ shape for an ear and a sneaky peek of
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1.

3

1

another one behind it.
3.

Add a line for Winston’s neck and two rectangles for his
cosy scarf.

4.
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Winston’s tummy is a ‘U’ shape. After you’ve drawn that, add

8

two lines in the middle for the bottom of his jumper.
5.

Add two arms and some wiggly fingers.

6.

Draw two number 11s for Winston’s legs.

7.

Then draw two long mouse feet (don’t forget some waggly
toes!).

8.

Now draw his long, snazzy scarf and his tail.

9.

Add two eyes, a smile and some whiskers. His eyebrows are

9

floating above his head because he is so happy at how good you
are at drawing.
10. Finally, colour Winston in!
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HELP WINSTON FIND
HIS WAY HOME
Winston has a very long journey to find his way home, can you help him find the right path?

START

FINISH
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MAKE A COTTON BALL
SNOWMAN

1.

Take your piece of paper and carefully draw a snowman shape.
Three circles on top of each other works well, with the bottom
circle the biggest, the middle circle slightly smaller and the
smallest circle for the head on top.

2.

Ask your grown-up to help you cut out your snowman with the
scissors.

3.

Now generously apply the glue to your snowman – you’ll need
enough to make sure that the cotton balls stick properly.

4.

Place the cotton balls all over your snowman and press down
hard to make sure they stick. Then leave the glue to dry for a
few minutes.

5.

Now it’s time for the fun part – decorating your snowman!
Carefully cut a triangular shape out of the paper and colour it in
orange for the nose. And then cut out a hat shape and colour it

Make your very own snowman pal out of cotton wool! You can make

in black. Stick them on to the snowman’s head with some glue.

as many as you’d like – maybe even a whole snowman family.

YOU WILL NEED:
COTTON BALLS
W H I T E PA P E R
O R A N G E A N D B L AC K P E N C I L S
B L AC K F E LT T I P
GLUE
SCISSORS

6.

Finally draw on two dots in your black felt tip pen, above the
nose, for the snowman’s eyes.

You can decorate your snowman using anything you can find around
the house (but make sure you ask your grown-up first!). Maybe
some buttons for the eyes, or ice-lolly sticks for the arms.
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COLOUR IN WINSTON

Can you colour in this picture of Winston? What Christmas treat do
you think he would enjoy – why not add it to the picture?
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MAKE A THUMBPRINT
HEART BOOKMARK

1.

Ask your grown-up to help you cut out a rectangle from your
white card, around 4cm wide and 15cm long.

2.

Carefully put your paint into a bowl – you might want to put
down some newspaper before you do this!

3.

Place your thumb into the paint and then press it down firmly on
the white card, at a slight angle to form one half of the heart.

4.

Now you need to make the second side! Overlap the first
thumbprint with a second thumbprint so that they make a ‘V’
shape, which will form the heart.

5.

Repeat steps 3 and 4 until you have a line of hearts down the
centre of the white rectangle.

6.

decorate the bookmark in a pattern of your choice. You could

A bookmark is the perfect item to help you keep track of the pages as

try cutting out little triangles or zigzags at the long edges, draw

you read. It would also make a nice gift.

a border around the hearts, or even cut out and stick another
slightly larger rectangle behind your bookmark to frame it!

YOU WILL NEED:
WHITE CARD
R E D PA I N T
A HOLE-PUNCH
RIBBON
SCISSORS
GLUE
A THUMB

Wait a few minutes for the paint to dry, and then carefully

7.

For the finishing touch, use your hole-punch to make a hole at
the centre of the top end. Thread your ribbon through the hole
and tie it in a nice bow.

Ta-da! Now you can use this in your favourite book, or give
it as a gift to someone you love on Christmas Day.
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